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Great Women’s of Islam
v
Hazrat
Ayesha (R.A)
The life of Hazrat Ayesha (RA) is proof that a woman can
be more learned and intelligent than men and she can be
teacher of scholars and expertise. Her life is also proof that
the same woman can be also full of feminine
characteristics and could be source of comfort for her
husband. Sayyidah Ayesha (RA) was the third lady who
entered the house of the Beloved Prophet (SAWW).
In her adulthood She (RA) was known for her beauty and
her fast memory. She (RA) came under the love and
attention of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (SAWW). Being
Prophet (SAWW)’s wife and close companion,
ompanion, She (RA)
acquired knowledge and insight from Him (SAWW) such
as no woman has acquired. Much of her time was spent
learning and acquiring knowledge of the Quran and
the sunnah of Muhammad. Sayyidah Ayesha (SAW) had
her own script of the Quran written after Muhammad's
death. During Sayyidah Ayesha's (RA) life many
prominent customs of Islam, such as veiling and seclusion
of women, began.
Sayyidah Ayesha's (RA) importance to restore the Arab
tradition and leadership among the Arab women highlights
her magnitude within Islam. Sayyidah Ayesha (RA) got
involved in the politics of early Islam and the first three
caliphate reignss and helped both men and women to
understand the practices of Muhammad (SAWW).
May Almighty Allah make the women of today act upon
the life of Hazrat Ayesha (RA) Ameen

Message from Chairperson
I am pleased to announce that the new session of
Department Of Gender Studies, Bahauddin Zakariya
University Multan has started successfully. We are
proud to have developed international liaisons with
various

organizations

which

have

given

the

opportunitiess to students and faculty members to
broaden their spectrum intellectually. We look
forward to admissions of the 4th batch of M.Phil
Gender Studies and Pioneer batch of PhD which will
soon be followed after that. On
One more great news is of
Dr. Rafida Nawaz joining the Department of Gender
Studies, Bahauddin Zakariya University Multan and
this new addition will give more strength to the
department in their academic and co-curricular
co
activities. Our main objective at this platform is to
provide an inspiring, attractive, and challenging
curriculum that will prepare students for success. We
believe that teachers, parents, and students all play a
vital role in helping students reach their greatest
potential and can achieve great success. In Department
of Gender Studies we have always encouraged
students to take advantage of many resources and
opportunities available to them including the archival
library, fully digital computer lab, many national and
international seminars, workshops and many other
team building activities etc. We hope that this will
motivate our Students to continue their good efforts in
doing their best, making improvements each year and
ultimately achieving distinction in their lives.

DR.AZRA ASGHAR ALI
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Dissemination of International Project INSPIRE
The Dissemination ceremony of the project of INSPIRE
was held at Department of Gender Studies, Bahauddin Zakariya
University, Multan which objected to spread the research
findings of the project under the theme of “Women
Empowerment and Crises of Good
ood Governance: A Study of
South

Punjab

2001

stakeholders. Purpose

to

2009”
”

of

to

this

any

or

activity

all the
was

to facilitate the individuals of civil society,
soc
local people and
all stakeholders to understand concerning goals, objectives and
also the causes of the project additionally as they could bready
to apprehend andd address the issues of women in the
participation of local government. This project can cope with
economical, political, social and cultural issues of the ladies of
Southern geographical region and create them aware however to
require totally different steps to scale them back. Aims of the
project

that measure first

social problems referring

of

all, to

to Gender primarily

measure extremely prevailing within

highlight those
based

that

the South geographical

region. Secondly, the aim is to expand the contours
of educational analysis of the Department of Gender Studies
with the help of the civil society.

Two Day Training of Youth Leaders by PYLC
15th & 16th October, 2014
Pakistan Youth Lions College & Department of Gender Studies (DGS) arranged
a two day workshop at Department of Gender Studies on the 15th & 16th of October
2014. In which students of B.S & M.A
A. from Department of Gender Studies,, BZU
Multan participated. The topic under discussion “Strengthening
Strengthening Youth engagement
for promoting tolerance and social harmony
harmony”.. The program was fully loaded with
activities, discussions, presentations and kept all the participants engrossed
engrossed and
mesmerized. Senior
enior teachers from the Department of Gender Studies joined the
workshop and gave the
he students a few moments of their precious time and shared
their views on capacity of youth built in the areas of confid
confidence,
ence, communication,
leadership and team building.. The chairperson of the department of Gender Studies,
Dr. Azra Asghar Ali was the guest of honor who took the privilege of distributing
the certificates to all the participants.

Patterns of Socialization
At the time of birth, human child possesses the potentialities of suitable human. The child grows to be man or woman
wom
or person through multiplicity of erudition and experiences. Socialization is learning process, through which a child
learns to live, eat, behave etc. Socialization is a life learning course but the important part is preliminary stage of
learning means to say the time of infancy in which child
child starts learning. We want to make a child fine and inspiring.
We talk about equality, equity, equal rights, equal status etc. But here a question arises that, do we socialize the male
and female child equally? Don’t we create inequalities and superiority/inferiority
superiority/inferiority in their minds through the mode in
which we socialize them? We claim that we don’t distinguish our child but then why we don’t socialize them in same
manners. Parents give out sweets when a baby boy is born, but nothing when a baby girl is born except sadness.
Discriminatory patterns start here. Their rooms are decorated in dissimilar ways. We give dolls to girls, to make her
conscious of her future responsibility as mothers have. Will she only a mother? She will not be allowed to be
somethingg else or to do something else except the duties of mother? Can’t she do work outside the home? If cultural
expectations show that girls are more compassionate
compassionate and nurturing than boys, then
the parents and teachers will steer
them towards specific fields which require patience and concerns for other people. Such as nursing, teaching etc. And
if a girl will want to be a nuclear engineer, she might be discouraged and boys with such feelings will be encouraged.
Before claiming or working for equality we need modif
modification
ication in patterns of socialization.
Sidra Hussain
BS 7th Semester.

Two-Day
Day International Seminar
20th & 21th November 2014

By:
Two-day
day visit of Dr. Markus Daechsel and seminar has been arranged in

Asma Akbar Faridy

lieu of the Project Inspire under the patronage of Prof. Dr. Azra Asghar
Ali, chairman of Gender Studies Department. A second mega project
awarded to the Department of Gender Studies, Bahauddin Zakarya
University Multan by HEC and British Council in collaboration with the
department of History, Royal Holloway University of London.
Lon
Vicechancellor Prof. Dr. Khwaja Alqama chaired the session as a chief guest.
Prof. Dr. Azra Asghar hosted the seminar while Dr. Rafida Nawaz and
Dr. Javaid Salyana fulfilled the responsibilities of management organization of this two day activity. The area of
specialization of guest speaker Dr. Markus, Senior Lecturer at department of History Royal Holloway College
University of London; is the history of modern Muslim societies, colonial and post colonial governance of Islam and
developmental history particularly with the reference of Pakistan. On the first day of seminar, Dr. Markus introduced
the topic of the two-day seminar
ar based on his upcoming book for next year, “The Making of Islamabad”. He discussed
Focault’s concept of Governance and Governmentality as a theoretical aspect of his research work while on the second
day of the conference he threw light on the empirical and historical aspect of his work with implication of Foucault’s
concept of power in relation to city development and particularly Islamabad’s
Islamabad’ making. Students, faculty members and
heads of different departments of BZU with dignitaries of other educational institutes also enthusiastic
enthusiastically participated
in answer-question
question session. A dinner was also arranged in the honor of Dr. Markus in which all faculty members of
social sciences participated and exchanged their expertise and academic insights in pleasant environment. Participation
and representation of all social sciences departments practically endorsed this academic endeavor of knowledge
exchange.

WOMEN RIGHTS SITUATION
(SOUTH PUNJAB)
Mehreen Hashmi
Pakistan is one of those countries where women are

state have shown that the State is not a gender
gender-neutral

leading their lives without their liberty, rights and

entity .Political dispensation at the State level can either

awareness. In the country in general, women rights are

reinforce female subordination
subordinati
or support female

treated as something contemptible and sinful. Being an

autonomy .The changing attitude of the Pakistan State

agro-based
based society, in Pakistan, patriarc
patriarchal system reigns

towards women ranges from halfhalf hearted policy

supreme and most of the men are disillusioned with

measures at best, to inaction and outright discrimination

gender bias. Women have always been treated as some

by enactment of retrogressive law particularly during the

subordinate living thing so the religion, society and even

military regime. The
he constitution of Pakistan recognizes

state have evolved discriminatory ways to straitjacket

the principle of equality of all citizens and the right to

them. Even women are not treated as equal by law.

equal protection of the law. It specifically prohibits

Hudood Laws are there to get women bow women before

discrimination on the basis of gender, and makes

the sanctity of sanctimonious people, family laws are there

provision for measures of affirmative action by the State.
St

to curtail her status in decision making at every level.

Coexistence of multiple legal systems provides different

Black traditions of Karokari and reciprocal marriages are

options for settling contentious issues concerning

in vogue.

women's right and usually least favorable to women is

In South Punjab province, women’s lives are even more

implemented.

wretched. In daily newspapers, we come across the news

Furthermore, the procedures of women seeking divorce

of acid burning, Vani, honor killing and what not. Gang

are quite complex. Thee Muslim family Law Ordinance

rape and adultery is known to be gesture of Machoism. In

(1961) brought important reforms by making marriage

most of the cases, thee outlaws involved in the cases of

registration

deflowering women by law enforcement department

marriage contract form, and laying down a procedure for

themselves with political and dogmatic support. So

divorce. Of the wide ranged social causes of violence

women of this area have experienced an acute sense of

against women, Nikah Naama becomes a major cause,

insecurity.

total

which is the formal written marriage contract between a

development of Pakistan.
an. It is unfortunate that this large

man and a woman. Marriage contract and its standard

and potential group has been bypassed in the fruits of

clauses are prepared in light oof Muslim laws, providing

development. In fact, the status of women in the society is

various social securities to a woman but unfortunately

the indicator of a nation’s overall progress.

our
ur women are not fully aware about their marital and

Without the participation of women folk in national

social rights. Women should be aware about all social,

activity – its social, economic or political, the country’s

political, economical, educational and household laws. A

progress will be stagnated. Studies on women and

female can change the mindset of society.

Rural

women

are

linchpins

of

mandatory,

introducing

a

standardize
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Breast Cancer Campaign
11th November 2014
Countenance of Pakistan with breast cancer is highest among all over the Asian countries. Every one out of nine
women could be the victim of this disease all over the world. In order to cope with this risk factor an activity was
organized by the Gender Studies Department with the collaboration “Shaukat Khanum Memorial Breast Cancer
Campaign”. This awareness campaign has actively worked and collaborated with female sections of the society in
twenty two countries so far. In Southern Punjab of Pakistan, it mended ties with Professor Dr. Azra Asghar Ali, the
chairperson of department of Gender Studies in Bahuddin Zakarya University for spreading the awareness on breast
cancer. In lieu of this awareness movement, Gender Studies Department gathered female students from all over the
university in order to capacitate them about the information on breast cancer. A seminar was conducted and
facilitated by Shaukat Khanum Memorial Breast cancer Compaign in which Dr. Arooj Iftikhar gave a lead-off on
breast cancer on multimedia in Jinnah Auditorium of Bahauddian Zakarya University. She made the female students
aware about probability, risk factors, chance of fatality, frequency of disease, preventive measures, detective ways
and importance of early detection of this disease through pictorial presentation. She also mentioned and highlighted
certain factors that could be resistant towards the cure of this disease, for example, shyness of females,
stigmatization and non-cooperative society. After the awareness session by Dr. Arooj Iftikhar, students participated
in the question-answer session with their queries about breast cancer and enriched themselves a lot about breast
cancer consciousness. An effort was made to aware the female students and persuaded them to disperse this
message to their families and neighborhoods. Students were also provided with pink butterflies as symbolic support
of this noble cause for the betterment of females of Pakistan and all over the world.
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Pink Ribbon Day
12th November 2014
Breast Cancer is rampant in Pakistan and one in every four women in Pakistan is combating with this unwelcoming
curse. As far as cure of this disease is concerned, it is very costly for an average Pakistani. By keeping in view the
significance and requirement of consciousness regarding this disease and financial constraints of its patients, Gender
Studies Department of Bahauddin Zakar
Zakariya
ya University launched an initiative to acquaint female students with
conception of breast cancer by disseminating information and awareness amongst them and to raise fund for the
victims of this disease.

Department of Gender Studies took this project of wakefulness and financial support with the association of “Pink
Ribbon Society”, a worldwide famous international
international organization working on the awareness of breast cancer. In
order to create awareness among female students, a plenty of literature was distributed among all departments.
Access to this awareness literature was also ensured in female hostels. Large pamphlets were pasted on general
passages and busy places. Moreover, in order to make more and more students aware about this disease and to
collect funds, a day was celebrated by teachers and students of Gender Studies department. On the particular day, a
stall was arranged and decorated in front of the Central Library of the university at which all breast cancer literature
was available along with fund raising tickets for the cancer patients and
and pink ribbons. Chairpersons and teachers of
different departments also visited the stall in order to support this cause financially and morally.

Acid Attacks on Woman Spreading Terror in Pakistan

Sibgha Ali
BS Gender Studies 7th Semester

Acid throwing, also called vitriol attacks, is a form of violent assault, it can be defined as the act of throwing acid
onto the body of another
other with the intention to disfigure, torture or kill. The long term consequences of these attacks
may include blindness, as well as permanent scaring of the face and
and body along with far reaching social, ical and
psychological and economic difficulties. At least 1,500 attacks are reported globally each
year, though I personally believe this figure is much higher. 80 percent of these attacks are
directed at women between 40 percent and 70 percent of them target women under age 18.
Thus, acid throwing may be considered as a gender-based
gender based violence. Pakistan is one of those
th
countries which experience the most acid attacks. Acid attacks aiming for a woman’s face
is an attempt to destroy what many members of society considered being one of her
her.
However, reasons for these attacks include revenge for sexual exploits or dowry issue. An attack can also happen,
according to researches, as a punishment for having unveiled face, being immodestly
immodest dressed, or trying to get
education, It happened when Taliban began targeting female students.
Lahore,
e, with the highest rate of acid attacks in the country in 2013 was in Punjab, where 56 percent of the acid attacks
were recorded. In 2011, Pakistan introduced some laws to protect its citizens against acid attacks. A minimum
imprisonment of 14 years of jail
il and a fine of one million rupees $10.000, was introduced who were found guilty of
throwing acid. However, it’s good to pass such laws, more needs to be done to ensure that these laws are enforced.

Charter of Demand for Peace Making
aking


A common man and all types of people living in Pakistan can play a very important role in creating peace.



We cannot bring peace
ce in our society until and unless our basic institutions work in order and perform their duties
properly.



Sacrifice for each other, love and control on us is important.



For peace the state and civil society both should play their roles specially the institute made for maintaining peace.



Give rights to the poor, obey laws and rules.



Give rights to relatives’ and neighbor
neighbors.



Just make yourself perfect instead of other
others.



Increase employment.



Education instititutes, media, political parties can also be beneficent for peace.



Lawyers/judiciary; to promote rights and justice, awareness about their constitutional rights.



Teachers; to give lessons on tolerance and cultural values.

Burhan Rafay
BS Gender Studies 7th Semester
October 2014 to December 2014
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